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From The Introduction: If there is one thing we all have in common is that we live on this great
planet we call home. We often do not sit and reflect at the immensity of this planet. We take it for
granted. Our days are so packed with activity and busy work that we forget where we come from.
Very few people today can detach even for a moment to realize the miracle of existence on this
great planet. According to both science and religion, life on this planet is a miracle, perhaps a fluke.
No matter what you want to call it, that life exists here at all is amazing. Here we are, on a spinning
rock that is hurtling through an ever expansive universe. It just boggles the mind, doesn't it? What is
even more mind boggling is that everything is teeming with life. Even inanimate objects aren't dead;
their atomic structure is alive with energy. An energy we can use for magickal purposes. This
energy is vibrating on certain frequencies, just like our own selves. These frequencies allow us to
interact with everything that is around us. One of the best conduits of this earthly energy are
crystals. In this book we will discuss how to use crystals in magick, but not only that, we will use
Mantras as well to add extra energy to the crystals. I will explain why the two together are so
effective. In this volume we will discuss a certain specific crystal, and the crystals is called
Moldavite. It's by far the most powerful crystal you can buy. We will go through several rituals
involving Moldavites and mantras. But first, let us discuss Crystals, mantras and moldavites in
general. After that, we will put it all together. We will use Moldavite and Mantra Magick for the
following: magickal purposes: To attract Money To Compel someone to be attracted to you ( be
careful with this one) To promote physical healing To enhance your psychic powers and hidden
knowledge To Control spiritual entities But be forewarned, Moldavite is a very powerful crystal. Use
with Caution
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I Did a ritual out of this book and quick results. The moldavite got extremely hot when chanting the
mantra then I moved the energy around my body and I felt great.

It is a simple booklet. Beginning part of the book is quite interesting. Same Instructions for the
mantras rituals was repeated taking up 10 pages. My moldavite decided to part company some time
after the first mantra ritual or was it coincidence.

Awesome! I think k I've had the book and the Moldavite for maybe a week and after ONE day I had
results. I didn't limit myself to the Mantras in the book. I did a spell on the most negative, hating
school child I know and was brought A's which is normal but this time with excitement and
enthusiasm! ALONG with future school plans and GOALS! ! Hallelujah!

Wearing moldavite pendant.Will try mantras suggested.Good book at good price.My growth
continues.Nothing spectacular ..yet.I await eureka event(s).Shreem shreem shreem.

Two words: Read it.I've always loved the intensity of Moldavite. I put in in my pillow. Awesome
suggestion about combining mantra with Moldavite.

Written text is only 30 pages with large print, double-spaced lines and half of those pages are LESS
than half filled....such low word count does not allow for in depth discussion or analysis....serious
info seekers would be better off doing a cursory search on the Internet and reading a few of the
initial articles posted.....it seems this "author " took one of those articles and shamelessly attempted
to parlay it into a book....the feeble effort to bring added value to the scant text by including a few
chants is akin to putting make-up on a pig....keep your money folks and look elsewhere....
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